We present a strategy for producing multi-qubit gates that promise high fidelity with minimal tuning requirements. Our strategy combines gap protection from the adiabatic theorem with dynamical decoupling in a complementary manner. To avoid degenerate states and maximize the benefit of the gap protection, the scheme is best suited when there are two different kinds of qubits (not mutually resonant). Furthermore, we require a robust operating point in control space where the qubits interact with little sensitivity to noise. This allows us to circumvent a No-Go theorem that prevents block-box dynamically corrected gates [Phys. Rev. A 80, 032314 (2009)]. We show how to apply our strategy to an architecture in Si with P donors where we assume we can shuttle electrons between different donors. Electron spins act as mobile ancillary qubits and P nuclear spins act as long-lived data qubits. This system can have a very robust operating point where the electron spin is bound to a donor in the quadratic Stark shift regime. High fidelity single qubit gates may be performed using well-established global magnetic resonance pulse sequences. Single electron spin preparation and measurement has also been demonstrated. Putting this all together, we present a robust universal gate set for quantum computation.
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One of the main challenges in realizing a quantum information processor is the ability to implement highfidelity entangling operations. It can be relatively easy to control well isolated qubits. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is well developed for manipulating nuclear spins and decoupling them from their environment [1] . Electron spin resonance (ESR) had also been demonstrated to producing high fidelity gates [2] . Turning interactions between qubits on and off in a controllable manner for a coherent quantum operation remains very challenging. The process of coupling different qubits is often accompanied by an enhanced sensitivity to the environment. When qubits are not isolated, they are vulnerable to noise.
The adiabatic theorem [3] provides remarkably robust operations in the sense that transitions between nondegenerate eigenstates are suppressed. If the Hamiltonian of a quantum system is varied slowly enough, instantaneous eigenstates will be tracked. This effect is to be exploited in an adiabatic quantum computer which is initialized in a ground state that is easy to prepare then adiabatically evolved to a final Hamiltonian whose ground state encodes the solution to a problem [4] . This model of quantum computation is polynomially equivalent to the standard circuit-based model [5] . However, it lacks a threshold theorem [6] that has been established in the circuit model [7, 8] . The holonomic [9] scheme for quantum logic gating provides one strategy to use the adiabatic theorem in the circuit model setting. In that scheme, a qubit is encoded in a degenerate subspace and an adiabatic cycle induces a geometric transformation on the qubit(s). While elegant, it requires the proper setting with a degenerate computational basis and is vulnerable to noise that breaks the degeneracy. In our proposal, we perform an adiabatic process involving two qubits and non-degenerate eigenstates (diabetic energy level crossings are allowed, however). Transition errors are suppressed by the adiabatic theorem, but phase errors must be mitigated using a different mechanism.
The Hahn echo [10] is a simple and effective way to cancel phase errors induced by low-frequency noise and uncertainty. By flipping a qubit midway through it's evolution with anX gate, the effects of an unknown but systematicẐ interaction are reversed. The Hahn echo, and a variety of more elaborate sequences or strategies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] for prolonging coherence in the presence of noise or control errors, are very good techniques for storing quantum information. These are known as dynamical decoupling (DD) schemes because they decouple the qubit system from its environment. There also exist analogous strategies called dynamically corrected gates (DCGs) to cancel errors during nontrivial quantum gate operations [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, there is an obstacle to producing and applying DCGs. A No-Go theorem proves that a blackbox approach can not exist for DCGs as it does for identity gates using DD [17] . DCGs must assume there are relationships between the effects of noise induced under different control settings. In a two-qubit DCG, for example, you would need to vary the interaction between the qubits but maintain consistent or correlated environmental interactions in order to cancel their effects. This presents a problem when interactions are varied by moving the qubits (such as localized electrons in a solid state material) and the environment varies at this length scale.
We circumvent this No-Go theorem by assuming that we have a robust operating point (ROP), a "sweet spot" in control space where the qubits interact stably with respect to noise. We don't attempt to correct for errors induced during this ROP time, but we do correct for errors induced in transit (adiabatically) to and from this control space point. This is illustrated schematically in We wish to cancel the phase accumulated during the traversal between these points using dynamical decoupling.
universality, and then discuss the suitability of silicon donor qubits for implementing this scheme. The first of our nested components is the adiabatic cycle of moving isolated qubits to a ROP, where they interact, and then back. In an ideal limit, adiabatic operations are, by definition, diagonal with respect to instantaneous eigenstate bases. Up to an irrelevant global phase such an operation for two qubits is generically
in the eigenstate basis using a matrix representation (left) or a circuit-model representation (right). Consider the path illustrated in Fig. 1 consisting of three stages: 1) traversing from isolated qubits to the ROP; 2) waiting at the robust operating point; 3) traversing back to isolated qubits. Each is an operation as in Eq. (1) and these operations commute. Generically, we may write the circuit model representation as
where
We use τ to denote the amount of time spent at the second stage, parameterizing this operation in a controlled manner. Somewhat arbitrarily, we will refer to the top rail of Eq. (2) as the ancilla and the bottom rail as the data. We'd like to cancel out the dependence on a, b and c, which are vulnerable to uncertainty and low-frequency noise. The remaining d(τ ), e(τ ), and f (τ ) dependence are incurred while waiting at the ROP and are therefore presumed to be less susceptible to noise. The second and third components of our procedure are designed for that purpose. In the second component, we cancel out the a dependence by applying DD to the ancilla qubit in what we will call an "ancilla-refocused double-cycle". This component has three stages. First, we perform an adiabatic cycle where we set τ such that f (τ ) = π. Next, we apply a refocusing X gate on the ancilla qubit. Finally, we perform another adiabatic cycle that is the same as the first except we take τ = 0. This does not mean we literally must spend no time at the ROP in this second adiabatic cycle, but rather that the difference in the two adiabatic cycles should amount to an extra controlled-Z operation. We can always pad stage 1 and 3 of the adiabatic cycle with ROP time if convenient. To the extent these operations are not ideally realized, there will be noise that is not canceled, but it is instructive to assume idealism in the initial analysis. The net operation of this component is then
where g = 2b+c+e. Notice that, in addition to canceling the a dependence, we have also made the c rotation on the data qubit deterministic rather than dependent upon the ancilla state. As far as the ancilla qubit is concerned, it has performed a CPhase operation with the data qubit and the uncertainty has been canceled. The final, top-level component applies DD in a three stage process as before, but it will involve two different ancilla qubits. In the first stage, we do an ancillarefocused double-cycle with one ancilla. Next, we perform a refocusing X gate on the data qubit. Finally, we do another ancilla-refocused double-cycle but with a different ancilla. The circuit-model representation is
where the bottom rail is the data qubit. We permuted commuting operators on the left side of Eq. (4) for compactness. The right side of the equation shows how the g dependence (which is a function of the uncertain b and c parameters) is canceled. On the right of the arrow is the effective operation after reversing single qubit operations that are perfectly known in the ideal limit (with respect to adiabaticity, operation repeatability, and noise insensitivity at the ROP).
The robust multi-qubit gate that we have produced, shown at the right of Eq. (4), is not standard. We produce two CPhase gates with two different ancilla. We must also remember that the ancilla and data qubits will generally be different types of qubits (important for avoiding degenerate states and benefiting from gap protection). We will now prove that we have a sufficient gate set for universal quantum computing, assuming we also have single qubit gates for data and ancilla and we can initialize and measure ancilla qubits. We will show that the ancilla qubits can be used to initialize and prepare data qubits, testas well as mediate entangling interactions between them. Our construction will be a proofin-principle without concern of the efficiency. First, we will simplify matters by reducing our three-qubit gate to a single CPhase between data and ancilla qubits:
With this CPhase, we can measure a data qubit via
Since this is a non-destructive measurement of the data qubit, we can use it for initialization as well (simply flip the qubit conditional on the measurement outcome). We can mediate a CPhase gate between two data qubits via
where the two bottom rails are data qubits. With these, we have data qubit initialization, measurement, single qubit gates, and CPhase which is a universal set.
We now transition from an abstract to a concrete proposal applied to donor qubits in silicon. We envision a similar layout as the well-known Kane architecture [21] in which we have array of P donors in Si and donor electrons are controlled with electrostatic pads from above. Rather than mediating interactions through the exchange coupling of electrons, however, we propose to shuttle individual electrons between donors as proposed in Refs. 22 and 23, possibly by shuttling the electron along an oxide interface [24] . The innovation in our proposal is the use of adiabaticity and DD to cancel uncertainty and lowfrequency noise incurred during the shuttling process. We treat the electron spins as ancilla qubits and donor nuclear spins as data qubits and apply our robust multiqubit gate proposal directly to this system. Single electron spin preparation may be performed via spin-selective tunneling into a single-electron transistor [25] [26] [27] . Single qubit operations can be performed using global ESR and NMR [1, 2] . We can implement selective data qubit operations by addressing only donors that are occupied with properly initialized electrons. Universality does not require ancilla gate operations to be selective beyond the shuttling done with local electrostatic controls; the ancilla only need to be able to mediate data qubit interactions selectively (and in parallel). The two-qubit interaction is simply the hyperfine (HF) coupling between an electron and the donor it is occupying.
In order to establish the suitability of our multi-qubit gate strategy to this Si:P system, we must address the following questions. How isolated are the qubits when the interaction is supposed to be off? How robust is the ROP? How adiabatic can we make the shuttling process?
When electrons and nuclei are sufficiently far apart, the dipolar interaction is the dominant coupling. When wavefunctions of electrons overlap, the exchange interaction dominates. When the electron wavefunction has considerable amplitude on a phosphorus donor, the contact HF interaction, proportional to the probability density of the electron on the donor, dominates. We'll assume the dipolar interaction dominates in the regime in which we regard qubits to be isolated. The dipolar Hamiltonian between a pair of spins is
where γ 1 and γ 2 are respective gyromagnetic ratios, I 1 and I 2 are respective spin operators, and r is the vector between the spin positions (the sign is unimportant). For the P nuclear spin, γ P = 10.8 × 10 7 /T s. For the electron spin, γ S = gµ B where g ≈ 2 in Si. The left side of Fig. 2 shows approximate dipolar interaction strengths between electron and/or nuclear spins versus distance. Let us suppose the donor qubit separation is 100 nm. Then the unwanted data qubit interaction will be tens of µHz scale, data and ancilla qubits can interact on the tens of mHz scale (suppressed, as well, by being out-of-resonance in a finite magnetic field), and the ancilla qubits will interact at about 100 Hz. The data qubits are therefore very well isolated when the interaction is off. Ancilla qubits can also be regarded as well isolated if they are only used briefly compared to 10 ms. Now consider a single electron spin and nuclear spin within the regime of a strong contact HF interaction.
The Hamiltonian iŝ
where S and I are respective electron and nuclear spin operators, B is the magnetic field applied along z, and A is the HF interaction that depends upon the electric field. The robust operating point occurs at the quadratic Stark shift regime, where A( E) is maximum and therefore has no linear dependence on E. According to calculations in Ref. 28 , A( E) ≈ A(0)(1+2.8×10 −3 E 2 ) for donors deeper than about 15 nm. The right of Fig. 2 plots this sensitivity to electric field noise. Shallower donors may need extra characterization to account for the linear Stark effect but should be similarly robust to electric field noise.
We tested the limits of adiabaticity by simulating this two qubit system with a time-varying contact HF interaction. We used B = 100 mT, ample for good gap protection. The top of Fig. 3 shows the eigenstate energies as a function to the contact HF strength from zero to its maximum bulk value of 117.5 MHz [29] . There is an energy level crossing that occurs when the interaction is relatively small. There is nothing to split these energy levels in this Hamiltonian. However, these can be split by the anisotropic HF interaction, which is simply the dipolar interaction averaged over the electron wavefunction. This interaction is quite small at a 10 nm scale [ Fig. 2 ], but could be more substantial as the contact HF turns on. The precise amount of energy splitting depends upon specifics in the valley physics and Bloch oscillations. We will assume this crossing is perfectly diabatic and leave this issue for future work.
We simulated the contact-only HF model using A(t) = 117.5 MHz × sin(πt/T ) for t ∈ [0, T ]. Consistent with the claims of Ref. 30 that adiabaticity can improve by setting time derivatives of the initial and final Hamiltonian to zero, we find that this yields better performance than a piecewise linear time dependence. The only transition error allowed by this model is a flip-flop between nuclear and electron spin, which is extremely small on the 10 ns shuttle time scale as seen at the bottom of Fig. 3 . The tunnel coupling relevant to the shuttle process will probably be a more stringent limitation, but is dependent upon details of the fabrication.
In conclusion, we present a procedure for making robust multi-qubit operations. It produces two CPhase gates between one data qubit and two different ancilla qubits. This is an entangling operation sufficient for universality. It utilizes adiabatic gap protection and dynamical decoupling in complementary ways to make the operation robust against uncertainty and low frequency noise. It can be implemented on a system with two offresonant species of qubits (to avoid energy level degeneracy) where interactions can be controllably turned on and off between qubits of different species and where there is a robust operating point for each pairwise interaction. These conditions are well met for a system of P donors in Si, using electron and nuclear spins as the two qubit species.
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